
“I was never left alone to wonder what 
was coming next, if everything was going 
ok or if I was reacting normally to the 
procedure. I can’t tell you what a comfort 
that was to me.”  
– Darla Speer 
 

 
Sudden, fast heartbeats for no apparent reason plagued Darla Speer for several years. At other times 
she would feel a very weak moment, almost like she was about to faint. When the episodes started 
happening more frequently and reached four in two weeks, Darla made an appointment with Umang 
M. Patel, MD, FACS.  

 
“Dr. Patel sat down and asked me to tell him my 
story – my entire heart history. I really appreciated 
that. He listened and asked questions to make sure 
he understood what was going on with my heart,” 
said Darla.  
 
After her diagnosis of Supraventricular Tachycardia 
(SVT), Darla was scheduled for a catheter ablation. 
During the ablation, radiofrequency energy is 
deployed to disrupt tissues that trigger the 
abnormal electrical signals responsible for the 
irregular heartbeat. Ablation can be done either by 
radiofrequency (burning) or cryo (freezing).  
 

Darla was awake under conscious sedation for the procedure, which started by placing catheters to 
map the area. Her heartbeat was increased deliberately in a controlled manner to pinpoint the 
affected areas. Each area of her heart was examined; when a damaged area was located, the site was 
destroyed using the freezing technique.  
 
“The procedure took about 4 hours, during which I was continually asked if I was ok,” said Darla. 
“Each time the doctor purposely caused my heart to go into a fast rhythm, the nurse was there 
patting me on the shoulder and assuring me that I was doing just fine. It was great to have her by my 
side, not only to inform me of what to expect 
and how things were going, but also to cheer me 
on.”  
 
After an overnight stay at St. Mary’s to make 
sure everything had gone as planned, Darla 
returned to work a few days later.  
 
“Recovery was a piece of cake,” Darla said.  
 
“It’s been six months since the procedure and I’m happy to report that I have not had one occurrence 
of rapid heartbeat. I’m only 59. Hopefully, I have a lot of years ahead of me and as Dr. Patel put it: I 
won’t have to worry about the rapid heartbeat again,” Darla said.  
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